ALTA IT SERVER ROOM MONITORING KIT - CELLULAR

INFORMATION

Format: ALTA Cellular Kits
Frequency: 900 MHz
Part#: MNK2-9-CG-ITS-ATT
Cell Carrier: AT&T (selected)

Contents of the ALTA IT Server Room Monitoring Kit:
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Gateway
- 2 - ALTA Wireless Temperature Sensors (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Water Rope Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Open/Closed Sensor (Coin Cell)

Also Available As:

ALTA IT Server Room Monitoring Kit - Cellular

Product Information Product Specifications Documentation

Product Description

Everything you need to start monitoring data centers, server rooms or server closets remotely via cellular connectivity.

Contents of the ALTA IT Server Room Monitoring Kit:
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Gateway
- 2 - ALTA Wireless Temperature Sensors (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Water Rope Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Open/Closed Sensor (Coin Cell)